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Neuro-Optimal Control for Discrete Stochastic
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Abstract—In this paper, a novel policy iteration adaptive
dynamic programming (ADP) algorithm is presented which is
called “local policy iteration ADP algorithm” to obtain the
optimal control for discrete stochastic processes. In the proposed
local policy iteration ADP algorithm, the iterative decision rules
are updated in a local space of the whole state space. Hence,
we can significantly reduce the computational burden for the
CPU in comparison with the conventional policy iteration algo-
rithm. By analyzing the convergence properties of the proposed
algorithm, it is shown that the iterative value functions are mono-
tonically nonincreasing. Besides, the iterative value functions can
converge to the optimum in a local policy space. In addition, this
local policy space will be described in detail for the first time.
Under a few weak constraints, it is also shown that the iterative
value function will converge to the optimal performance index
function of the global policy space. Finally, a simulation exam-
ple is presented to validate the effectiveness of the developed
method.

Index Terms—Adaptive critic designs, adaptive dynamic pro-
gramming (ADP), local policy iteration, neuro-dynamic program-
ming, optimal control, stochastic processes.

I. INTRODUCTION

MAIN control techniques include robust control [1]–[3],
adaptive control [4], [5], intelligent control [6], [7],

optimal control [8], [9] and stochastic control [10].
Wang et al. [1]–[3] showed the sliding mode technique has a
strong robustness for uncertain parts of the dynamic systems.
Adaptive dynamic programming (ADP) presented in Werbos’
papers for the very first time [4], [5], has shown great effec-
tiveness and feasibility in obtaining the optimal control policy
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for nonlinear systems [6]–[9] and stochastic processes [10].
The biggest breakthrough of this algorithm lies in that it
uses neural networks to represent the iterative value function
and the iterative control law. Hence, ADP can successfully
avoid the so called “curse of dimensionality.” Meanwhile, this
breakthrough also enable the algorithm to update the value
function and decision rule forward-in-time. Because of the
superiority of ADP in obtaining the optimal decision rule for
dynamic systems, many researchers have paid close attention
to related research of this algorithm [11], [12]. In [13], depend-
ing on its implementation method, ADP could be categorized
into six classes: 1) heuristic dynamic programming (HDP);
2) action-dependent HDP; 3) dual HDP (DHP) [14]–[17];
4) action-dependent DHP; 5) globalized DHP (GDHP); and
6) ADGDHP. Iterative method is a powerful route to analyze
the convergence and other properties of ADP. Policy iteration
and value iteration are two frequently used methods in the
ADP algorithms [18].

Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis [10] for the first time investigated
the ADP algorithm with value iteration method which was
applied to discrete-time dynamic systems. In [19], it was
shown that if the value iteration algorithm was initialized by a
zero value function, then the obtained decision rule sequence
and value function sequence would converge to the optimal
decision rule and the optimal performance index function,
respectively. In [20], the condition that the value iteration
algorithm must start with a zero value function was suc-
cessfully released. The authors provided an effective method
to prove that the obtained decision rule sequence and value
function sequence would converge to the optimal decision
rule and the optimal performance index function, respec-
tively, no matter how the initial value function was chosen.
Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis [10] for the first time investigated
the ADP algorithm with policy iteration method which was
applied to discrete-time nonlinear systems. Murray et al. [22]
applied the ADP algorithm with policy iteration method to
the continuous-time systems. Wei and Liu [23] proposed a
novel policy iteration algorithm which was called “θ -ADP.”
The restriction that the policy iteration algorithm must start
with an admissible decision rule was successfully released. It
is also shown that each iterative decision rule obtained by the
proposed θ -ADP algorithm could be guaranteed to stabilize the
nonlinear system. Liu et al. [24] established the error bounds
for the ADP algorithm with policy iteration method. And the
sequence of iterative decision rules obtained by the algorithm
would finally converge to within a finite neighborhood of the
optimal value function under a few weak constraints. In [25],
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an effective off-policy learning-based policy iteration algo-
rithm was proposed to solve the optimal control problem for
completely unknown continuous-time systems with unknown
disturbances. In [26], a generalized policy iteration algorithm
was presented, which adopted the technical advantages of both
the policy iteration and value iteration algorithms. It is shown
that the proposed algorithm is also able to obtain the optimal
decision rule and the optimal performance index function for
the dynamic system. Meanwhile, the generalized framework
is of great significance for the development of ADP theory.
Zhang et al. [29] made great achievements in solving the
coupled Hamilton–Jacobi equations via constructing a novel
relax adaptive matrix for the nonzero-sum games. Meanwhile,
the strict restriction of initially stabilized control policies had
been successfully removed by proposing a new switch opera-
tor. These results provide an important theoretical foundation
for the optimal control and differential games of nonlinear
systems.

Bertsekas [30] for the first time proved that the proper
policy iteration method could not only be applied to solve
the shortest path problems (SSPs) with finite state space
(which can be viewed as Markov decision processes), but also
could be applied to solve SSP with infinite state space. For
Markov decision processes, Bertsekas presented the method
of “approximate policy iteration” (policy iteration ADP algo-
rithm) to obtain the optimal performance index function for
discrete stochastic processes with large state space using
neural-structure to approximate the corresponding control law
or value function in [34]. Bertsekas [35] discussed sev-
eral issues related to approximate policy iteration method
(policy iteration ADP algorithm) such as convergence and
convergence rate for the sequence of polices. Bertsekas [36]
presented the implementations of the method of combining
the λ-policy iteration algorithm and the approximate policy
iteration algorithm to review the issues such as the bias issue
and the exploration issue. Approximate policy iteration method
is also applied to many actual Markov decision processes such
as missile defense and interceptor allocation problems [38] and
retailer inventory management problems [39].

However, to obtain the optimal decision rule and the optimal
performance index function for dynamic systems, the pol-
icy iteration algorithms mentioned above require that the
iterative decision rule and the iterative value function should
be renewed for every state in the global system state space
in each iteration epoch [10], [12], [22]–[24], [26]. We call
these policy iteration algorithms the conventional global pol-
icy iteration algorithms. However, in practical projects, it is
very difficult to meet these requirements for the conventional
policy iteration algorithms. First, for many practical applica-
tions, the existence of noise makes it very hard to implement
the policy iteration algorithms mentioned above. Second, it is
usually difficult to gather the state data for the global system
state set in each iteration epoch, since the practical dynamic
system is generally operating in a local space of the global
system state space. To implement the conventional global pol-
icy iteration algorithms, the computer must stop to wait until
the program has explored all the data of the global state set and
all the information needed has been loaded in RAM. That is

to say, the CPU in the computer has a great chance of being
in idle state. Hence, the time-efficiency of the conventional
global policy iteration algorithm will be very low. Third, in
numerical implementation of the ADP algorithm, the computer
usually computes the refreshed decision rule and value func-
tion in a parallel manner. When we want to refresh the iterative
decision rule and the iterative value function for every state in
the global state set, the computer will calculate all the values
for the whole state set simultaneously. Hence, if the global
state set is too large, the computer will have a great chance
of being overloaded. That is to say, the computational load of
the conventional policy iteration algorithm is too excessive for
the computer. It is required to propose some methods to over-
come these shortcomings of the conventional policy iteration
algorithm.

In this paper, we present a novel policy iteration ADP algo-
rithm which is called “local policy iteration ADP algorithm”
to solve optimal control problems for the stochastic processes.
Here, we summarize our main contributions and novelties of
our paper as follows.

1) For the first time, we apply the local policy iteration
ADP algorithm to stochastic processes in order to obtain
the optimal performance index function.

2) For the first time, we combine the local policy iteration
method with neural networks to overcome the problems
arisen in stochastic models with large state space such
as the curse of dimensionality and the heavy burden in
computation.

3) We show that the sequence of value functions gener-
ated by our algorithm can finally reach an optimum in a
local policy space. Furthermore, this local policy space
is described theoretically in detail for the first time.

4) Our proposed algorithm is able to reach the optimum
in the global policy space under some weak conditions
which is validated in our simulations.

5) Our proposed algorithm can significantly reduce the
burden in computation which is validated in simulations.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we present
the system dynamic characteristics and some assumptions. The
proposed local policy iteration ADP algorithm for stochas-
tic processes is derived. In Section III, the monotonicity and
the convergence properties of the iterative value function is
developed. In Section IV, we illustrate how our algorithm
utilize the neural networks to approximate the corresponding
value functions and decision rules. In Section V, a simula-
tion example is presented to validate the effectiveness of the
developed method. Finally, in Section VI, we will make a
simple summary about points of this paper.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. System Description

In this paper, we will focus on the following discrete-time
dynamic system:

x(k + 1) = F(x(k), a(k), ω(k), k), k = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . (1)

where x(k) ∈ Rn is the system state, a(k) is the action made
by the decision maker observing the system state x(k), and
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ω(k) is the environment disturbance which is independent of
ω(τ) for all τ < k.

Here, we denote the set of possible system states by X
and the allowable actions in state x by Ax. Given the cur-
rent system state x(k) and the current action a(k), according
to [27], the next system state x(k + 1) is determined by a
probability distribution p(· | x(k), a(k)).

We denote decision rule as function d(x) : X → Ax, which
specify the action choice a when the system occupies state x.
Let policy π = (d(x, 0), d(x, 1), d(x, 2), . . . , d(x, k), . . .) be
an arbitrary sequence of decision rules where d(x, k) denotes
the decision rule at time k. The expected total discounted
reward for state x0 under the policy π is defined as

Jπ (x0) = E

{ ∞∑
k=0

λkU(x(k), d(x, k))

}
(2)

where U(x, a) = U(x(k), d(x, k)) is the utility function, λ is a
discount factor, and the mathematical symbol E{·} represents
the expectation of the random variable inside the bracket.

The goal of the presented algorithm is to find an optimal
policy to minimize the performance index function (2). For
convenience of analysis, results of this paper are based on the
following assumption.

Assumption 1 (See [27]): The function F(x, a, ω, k) is
Lipschitz continuous on its dominate. The system state set X
and the action set Ax are discrete (finite or countably infinite).
Function U(x, a) and p(· | x, a) do not vary with time. The
utility function U(x, a) satisfies |U(x, a)| ≤ M < ∞ for all
a ∈ Ax and x ∈ X. The discount factor λ satisfies 0 < λ < 1.

Remark 1: There are many practical cases which meet our
assumptions.

1) Wireless Communication Systems [31]: Zhou et al. [31]
proposed an optimal dynamic multicast scheduling to mini-
mize the delay, power, and fetching costs for cache-enabled
content-centric wireless networks. Here, the random process
{Q(k)} is a Markov decision process, the system state is the
request queues sent from users to base stations. The state space
is denoted by Q �

∏
m∈M Qm, where Qm � {0, 1, . . . , Nm}.

Hence, the system state space is countable. And the immediate
cost is the weighted sum of current delay cost, fetching cost,
and current power cost which is obviously finite according
to [31].

2) Thermal Management for High Performance
Processors [32]: Jung and Pedram [32] presented a
dynamic thermal management technique to minimize the
power dissipation and on-chip temperature for processors.
Here, the on-chip temperature change is a Markov decision
process. The system state is the current CPU temperature at
time k defined to be one of three states: s1, s2, or s3 as shown
in [32] which is obviously countable. The immediate cost
is the sum of current power dissipation and current on-chip
temperature of the CPU which is obviously finite according
to [32].

3) Energy Control for Sustainable Manufacturing
Systems [33]: In [33], the complex interaction between
the adopted energy control decisions and system state evolu-
tions is actually a Markov decision process. The energy states

and the operation states are obviously countable according
to [33]. The immediate cost is the energy consumption
incurred before the system reaching the next decision epoch
which is finite according to [33]. Other applications, such as
queuing control problems, inventory problems, and SSPs [27],
are all in line with our assumptions. Hence, our assumptions
here are made based on actual applications and reasonable.

Define the set of decision rules at time k as Dk, and let
� denote the set of all policies from time 0 to infinity, i.e.,
� = D0 ×D1 ×D2 ×D3 . . . Then, we can express the optimal
performance index function as

J∗(x) = inf
π∈�

{
Jπ (x)

}
. (3)

To obtain this optimal index function, a new policy iteration
algorithm will be developed.

B. Derivation of the Local Policy Iteration ADP Algorithm

In this section, we develop a local iterative algorithm to
obtain the optimal policy and the optimal index function
for the stochastic processes. For the proposed algorithm, we
refresh the iterative decision rule in a local space of the
whole system state set in each iteration epoch. We denote the
sequence of the local spaces of the whole system state set as
{Bi

x}, i = 0, 1, 2, 3 . . . For any local space of the whole system
state, we have Bi

x ⊆ X ∀i.
For all x ∈ X, let π̃0 ≡ (d0(x), d0(x), d0(x), . . .) denote

the initial stationary policy which uses the same decision rule
d0(x) ∈ D = D0 = D1 = D2 . . . at each time k. For all x ∈ X,
let V0(x) be the initial iterative value function that satisfies the
following equation:

V0(x) = U(x, d0(x)) +
∑
j∈X

λp( j | x, d0(x))V0( j) (4)

where p(· | x, d0(x)) denotes the transition probability under
decision rule d0(x).

Then, for all x ∈ B0
x , the iterative decision rule d1(x) which

forms the stationary policy π̃1 ≡ (d1(x), d1(x), d1(x), . . .) is
computed as

d1(x) = arg min
a∈Ax

⎧⎨
⎩U(x, a) +

∑
j∈X

λp( j | x, a)V0( j)

⎫⎬
⎭. (5)

Let d1(x) = d0(x), for all x ∈ X\B0
x . For all i = 1, 2, 3, . . . ,

let Vi(x) be the iterative value function that satisfies the
following equation:

Vi(x) = U(x, di(x)) +
∑
j∈X

λp( j | x, di(x))Vi( j). (6)

For all x ∈ Bi
x, the iterative decision rule di+1(x) which forms

the stationary policy π̃i+1 ≡ (di+1(x), di+1(x).di+1(x), . . .) is
computed as

di+1(x) = arg min
a∈Ax

⎧⎨
⎩U(x, a) +

∑
j∈X

λp( j | x, a)Vi( j)

⎫⎬
⎭. (7)

Let di+1(x) = di(x), for all x ∈ X\Bi
x.
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III. LOCAL POLICY ITERATION ADP ALGORITHM

A. Properties of the Local Policy Iteration ADP Algorithm

In this section, we will show that the sequence of the
iterative value functions obtained by the proposed algorithm
have a very good property in terms of monotonicity. And the
sequence of the value functions obtained by the proposed algo-
rithm will finally converge to the optimal performance index
function in a local policy space or in the global policy space
depending on different conditions.

In the remainder of this paper, we will let |X| denote the
number of elements in X, Ud(x) denote the |X|-dimensional
vector with component U(x, d(x)) for each x ∈ X, V denote
the |X|-dimensional vector with xth component V(x), and
Pd(x) denote the |X| × |X| matrix with (x, j)th entry given by
p( j | x, d(x)).

Let V denote the set of bounded real-valued functions on
X, for each V(x) ∈ V , define the norm of V(x) by

‖V(x)‖ = sup
x∈X

|V(x)|. (8)

For discrete set X, we refer to elements of V as vectors. Define
the norm of vector Ud(x), denoted by ‖Ud(x)‖ as∥∥Ud(x)

∥∥ = sup
x∈X

|U(x, d(x))|. (9)

Define the norm of vector V, denoted by ‖V‖ as

‖V‖ = sup
x∈X

|V(x)|. (10)

According to [28], Pd(x) is a bounded linear transformation
on V . Define the norm of Pd(x), denoted by ‖Pd(x)‖ as∥∥Pd(x)

∥∥ = sup
{∥∥Pd(x)V

∥∥, ‖V‖ ≤ 1, V ∈ V
}
. (11)

When X is discrete, so that Pd(x) is a matrix with components
p( j | x, d(x)), this definition implies that∥∥Pd(x)

∥∥ = sup
x∈X

∑
j∈X

p( j | x, d(x)). (12)

When Pd(x) is a probability matrix, ‖Pd(x)‖ = 1.
Now, let us present the following lemma.
Lemma 1: Suppose 0 ≤ λ < 1, and let the stationary

policy be π̃ = (d(x), d(x), d(x), . . .), then there exists a real-
valued and bounded function V(x) that satisfies the following
equation:

V(x) = U(x, d(x)) +
∑
j∈X

λp( j | x, d(x))V( j) (13)

or in vector notation

V = Ud(x) + λPd(x)V. (14)

Proof: According to the definition of the value function of
stationary policy π̃ , we have

Vπ̃ =
∞∑

k=0

λkPk
d(x)Ud(k) (15)

where P0
d(x) = I.

Then, we can derive∥∥∥Pk
d(x)

∥∥∥ =
∥∥∥Pk

d(x)

∥∥∥
≤ ∥∥Pd(x)

∥∥k

= 1. (16)

Hence

∥∥Vπ̃
∥∥ =

∥∥∥∥∥
∞∑

k=0

λkPk
d(x)Ud(x)

∥∥∥∥∥ (17)

≤
∞∑

k=0

∥∥∥λkPk
d(x)Ud(x)

∥∥∥ (18)

≤
∞∑

k=0

∣∣∣λk
∣∣∣∥∥∥Pk

d(x)

∥∥∥∥∥Ud(x)
∥∥ (19)

≤
∞∑

k=0

λkM (20)

= M

1 − λ
(21)

< ∞ (22)

thus Vπ̃ is a bounded real-valued function. Let V = Vπ̃ , the
proof is completed.

According to Lemma 1, for any stationary π ∈ �, there
exists a real-valued and bounded function V0(x) that satis-
fies (4). Thus, the iterative value function V0(x) can be defined.
Next, we will shed some light on the monotonicity property
of the sequence of the iterative value functions obtained by
the proposed algorithm.

Theorem 1: For i = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . ., let Vi(x) and di(x) be
obtained by (4)–(7). If Assumption 1 holds, then for all x ∈ X
and any i = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . ., we have the following conclusion:{

Vi+1(x) ≤ Vi(x)
‖Vi+1‖ < ∞.

(23)

Proof: Equation (23) will be proven by mathematical induc-
tion. First, we consider i = 0. Let Vq

1 (x), q = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . ,

be an iterative value function that satisfies

Vq+1
1 (x) = U(x, d1(x)) +

∑
j∈X

λp( j | x, d1(x))V
q
1 ( j) (24)

where V0
1 (x) = V0(x) and the iterative decision rules d1(x) is

obtained by (5). From Lemma 1, the iterative value function
V0(x) is bounded and real-valued. Next, we will prove

Vq+1
1 (x) ≤ V0(x) (25)∥∥∥Vq+1

1

∥∥∥ ≤ M

1 − λ
< ∞ (26)

holds for any q = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . .

We use the mathematical induction. First, for q = 0 and for
all x ∈ B0

x , according to (5), we can get

V1
1 (x) = U(x, d1(x)) +

∑
j∈X

λp( j | x, d1(x))V
0
1 ( j)

= min
a∈Ax

⎧⎨
⎩U(x, a) +

∑
j∈X

λp( j | x, a)V0( j)

⎫⎬
⎭

≤ U(x, d0(x)) +
∑
j∈X

λp( j | x, d0(x))V0( j)

= V0(x). (27)
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For q = 0 and for all x ∈ X\B0
x , we obtain

V1
1 (x) = U(x, d1(x)) +

∑
j∈X

λp( j | x, d1(x))V
0
1 ( j)

= U(x, d0(x)) +
∑
j∈X

λp( j | x, d0(x))V0( j)

= V0(x). (28)

According to (27) and (28), for all x ∈ X, we derive that

V1
1 (x) ≤ V0(x). (29)

For q = 0 and for all x ∈ X, according to Lemma 1, we have
the conclusion

∣∣∣V1
1 (x)

∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣∣∣U(x, d1(x)) +

∑
j∈X

λp( j|x, d1(x))V
0
1 ( j)

∣∣∣∣∣∣
≤ |U(x, d1(x))| + λ

∑
j∈X

|p( j | x, d1(x))V0( j)|

≤ |U(x, d1(x))| + λ‖V0‖
≤ M + λM

1 − λ

= M

1 − λ
. (30)

Considering the supremum over x in the above expression,
we can get ∥∥∥V1

1

∥∥∥ ≤ M

1 − λ
. (31)

Assume (25) and (26) hold for q = l − 1, l = 2, 3, 4, 5, . . .,
that is

Vl
1(x) ≤ V0(x) (32)∥∥∥Vl

1

∥∥∥ ≤ M

1 − λ
. (33)

Then, for q = l and x ∈ B0
x , we obtain

Vl+1
1 (x) = U(x, d1(x)) +

∑
j∈X

λp( j | x, d1(x))V
l
1( j)

≤ U(x, d1(x)) +
∑
j∈X

λp( j | x, d1(x))V0( j)

= min
a∈Ax

⎧⎨
⎩U(x, a) +

∑
j∈X

λp( j | x, a)V0( j)

⎫⎬
⎭

≤ U(x, d0(x)) +
∑
j∈X

λp( j | x, d0(x))V0( j)

= V0(x). (34)

For x ∈ X\B0
x , we can derive

Vl+1
1 (x) = U(x, d1(x)) +

∑
j∈X

λp( j | x, d1(x))V
l
1( j)

= U(x, d0(x)) +
∑
j∈X

λp( j | x, d0(x))V
l
1( j)

≤ U(x, d0(x)) +
∑
j∈X

λp( j | x, d0(x))V0( j)

= V0(x). (35)

According to (34) and (35), for all x ∈ X, we have the
conclusion

Vl+1
1 (x) ≤ V0(x). (36)

For q = l and for x ∈ X, according to (33), we have

∣∣∣Vl+1
1 (x)

∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣∣∣U(x, d1(x)) +

∑
j∈X

λp( j | x, d1(x))V
l
1( j)

∣∣∣∣∣∣
≤ |U(x, d1(x))| + λ

∑
j∈X

∣∣∣p( j | x, d1(x))V
l
1( j)

∣∣∣
≤ |U(x, d1(x))| + λ

∥∥∥Vl
1

∥∥∥
≤ M + λM

1 − λ

= M

1 − λ
. (37)

Taking the supremum over x in the above expression, we
can get ∥∥∥Vl+1

1

∥∥∥ ≤ M

1 − λ
. (38)

Then, according to (29), (31), (36), and (38), we can get the
conclusion that

Vq+1
1 (x) ≤ V0(x) (39)∥∥∥Vq+1

1

∥∥∥ ≤ M

1 − λ
(40)

holds for any q = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . .

Now, we define the operator Ld1 : V → V as

Ld1(V(x)) = U(x, d1(x)) +
∑
j∈X

λp( j | x, d1(x))V( j). (41)

Setting V0
1 (x) = V0(x), as the operator Ld1 is a contraction

mapping, the sequence {Vq+1
1 (x)} defined by

Vq+1
1 (x) = Ld1

(
Vq

1 (x)
) = Lq+1

d1
(V0(x)) (42)

converges to a unique V∞
1 (x) which satisfies

Ld1

(
V∞

1 (x)
) = V∞

1 (x). (43)

That is

V∞
1 (x) = U(x, d1(x)) +

∑
j∈X

λp( j | x, d1(x))V
∞
1 ( j). (44)

According to the uniqueness of V∞
1 (x) and the definition of

V1(x) in (6), we can obtain that

lim
q→∞ Vq+1

1 (x) = V∞
1 (x) = V1(x). (45)

According to (39), (40), and (44), we can obtain that

V1(x) ≤ V0(x) (46)

‖V1‖ ≤ M

1 − λ
. (47)

Assume the conclusion holds for i = l−1, l = 2, 3, 4, 5, . . .,
that is

Vl(x) ≤ Vl−1(x) (48)

‖Vl‖ ≤ M

1 − λ
. (49)
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For i = l, let Vq
l+1(x), q = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . be an iterative value

function that satisfies

Vq+1
l+1 (x) = U(x, dl+1(x)) +

∑
j∈X

λp( j | x, dl+1(x))V
q
l+1( j) (50)

where V0
l+1(x) = Vl(x). According to the idea of the mathe-

matical induction from (24)–(40), for all x ∈ X, we can obtain
that

Vq+1
l+1 (x) ≤ Vl(x) (51)∥∥∥Vq+1

l+1

∥∥∥ ≤ M

1 − λ
(52)

holds for any q = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . .

Define the operator Ldl+1 : V → V as

Ldl+1(V(x)) = U(x, dl+1(x)) +
∑
j∈X

λp( j | x, dl+1(x))V( j).

(53)

Using the same technique in (41)–(47), we can obtain

Vl+1(x) ≤ Vl(x) (54)

‖Vl+1‖ ≤ M

1 − λ
. (55)

The mathematical induction is complete.
As for i = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . ., the iterative decision rule is

updated in Bi
x. For a state x ∈ X, it can be located in sev-

eral state sets, i.e., x ∈ {Bi0
x ∩ Bi1

x ∩ . . .}, iη ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, . . .}
and η = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . .

Let the set T (x) of iη be expressed as

T (x) =
{

iη | x ∈ B
iη
x , iη ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, . . .}

η = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . , i0 ≤ i1 ≤ · · · ≤ iη ≤ · · · }. (56)

Let φ(x) denotes the number of the elements in T (x), which
is expressed as

φ(x) = |T (x)|. (57)

Let G denotes the subset of X, which is expressed as

G = {x | x ∈ X, φ(x) < ∞}. (58)

Then, we can derive the following theorem.
Theorem 2 (Local Optimality Property): For

i = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . ., let Vi(x) and di+1(x) be obtained
by (4)–(7), then we can get the conclusion that

lim
η→∞ Viη (x) = min

π∈�
Vπ (x) = inf

π∈�
Vπ (x) (59)

where � is a subspace of the policy space � which will be
explained later in the following proof.

Proof: Based on Theorem 1, we have the conclusion that
the bounded sequence of the iterative value functions obtained
by the proposed algorithm are monotonically decreasing and
will finally reach convergence. Now, we choose any x̃ ∈ X\G,
then φ(̃x) in (57) satisfies φ(̃x) → ∞, and we can also get

x̃ ∈ ∩∞
η=0B

iη
x , iη ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, . . .}. (60)

Then, for the sequence {Viη (x)}, we have the conclusion that

lim
i→∞ Vi(x) = lim

η→∞ Viη (x). (61)

Here, we denote the limit of the sequence {Viη (x)} as VL∞(x).
For any η = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . and x ∈ X, according to (50), the

iterative value function Vq+1
iη+1 is defined as

Vq+1
iη+1(x) = U

(
x, diη+1(x)

) +
∑
j∈X

λp
(

j | x, diη+1(x)
)
Vq

iη+1( j)

(62)

where V0
iη+1(x) = Viη (x) and diη+1(x) is defined in (7). For

q = 0, according to (34) and (35), we obtain⎧⎨
⎩

V1
iη+1(x) ≤ Viη (x) ∀x ∈ B

iη
x

Viη+1(x) = Viη (x) ∀x ∈ X\
(

B
iη
x

) (63)

which means

V1
iη+1(x) ≤ Viη (x) ∀x ∈ X. (64)

For q = 1 and for all x ∈ X, we get

V2
iη+1(x) = U

(
x, diη+1(x)

) +
∑
j∈X

λp
(

j | x, diη+1(x)
)
V1

iη+1( j)

≤ U
(
x, diη+1(x)

) +
∑
j∈X

λp
(

j | x, dIη+1(x)
)
Viη ( j)

= V1
iη+1(x). (65)

By mathematical induction, we can derive that

Vq+1
iη+1(x) ≤ Vq

iη+1(x) (66)

holds for all x ∈ X, and q = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . .

Letting q → ∞, based on Theorem 1, for any η =
0, 1, 2, 3, . . . and all x ∈ X, we can get

V1
iη+1(x) ≥ lim

q→∞ Vq
iη+1(x) = Viη+1(x). (67)

According to (62)–(64), for all x ∈ B
iη
x , we have

V1
iη+1(x) = U

(
x, diη+1(x)

) +
∑
j∈X

λp
(

j | x, diη+1(x)
)
V0

iη+1( j)

= U
(
x, diη+1(x)

) +
∑
j∈X

λp
(

j | x, diη+1(x)
)
Viη ( j)

= min
a∈Ax

⎧⎨
⎩U(x, a) +

∑
j∈X

λp( j | x, a)Viη ( j)

⎫⎬
⎭

≤ Viη (x). (68)

Letting η → ∞, we get

min
a∈Ax

⎧⎨
⎩U(x, a) +

∑
j∈X

λp( j | x, a)VL∞( j)

⎫⎬
⎭ ≤ VL∞(x) (69)

holds for all x ∈ ∩∞
η=0B

iη
x . It is very obvious that (69) holds

for x̃. Then, since x̃ is chosen arbitrarily in the set X\G, we
can get the conclusion that (69) holds for all x ∈ X\G.

Suppose for all x ∈ X, we have

dL∞ = lim
i→∞ di(x) (70)
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where di(x) is defined in (7). Then, according to (4)–(7) we
can get

VL∞(x) = U
(
x, dL∞(x)

) +
∑
j∈X

λp
(

j | x, dL∞(x)
)
VL∞( j). (71)

Now, let us set the decision rule d̃L∞ as follows. For x ∈ G,
define d̃L∞(x) as

d̃L∞(x) = dL∞(x). (72)

For x ∈ X\G, define d̃L∞(x) as

d̃L∞(x) = min
a∈Ax

⎧⎨
⎩U(x, a) +

∑
j∈X

λp( j | x, a)VL∞( j)

⎫⎬
⎭. (73)

Then, define the set DL
k of the decision rules at time k as

follows:

DL
k = {

d(x, k) | d(x, k) ∈ Dk : d(x, k) = dL∞(x) ∀x ∈ G
}
.

(74)

Besides, we set the subspace � of the policy space � as
follows:

� = {
DL

0 × DL
1 × DL

2 × DL
3 · · · }. (75)

Then, according to (71)–(74), we can transform (69) into

min
d∈DL

⎧⎨
⎩U(x, d(x)) +

∑
j∈X

λp( j | x, d(x))VL∞( j)

⎫⎬
⎭

= inf
d∈DL

⎧⎨
⎩U(x, d(x)) +

∑
j∈X

λp( j | x, d(x))VL∞( j)

⎫⎬
⎭

≤ VL∞(x) (76)

where DL = DL
0 = DL

1 = DL
2 . . .

Writing (76) in vector form, we can get

inf
d∈DL

{
Ud(x) + λPd(x)VL∞

} ≤ VL∞. (77)

According to (77), we have that for arbitrary ε > 0,
there exists a policy which is expressed as π =
(d(x, 0), d(x, 1), d(x, 2), . . . , d(x, k), . . .) ∈ �, such that

VL∞ ≥ Ud(x,0) + λPd(x,0)VL∞ − εe

≥ Ud(x,0) + λPd(x,0)

{
Ud(x,1) + λPd(x,1)VL∞ − εe

} − εe

= Ud(x,0) + λPd(x,0)Ud(x,1) + λ2Pd(x,0)Pd(x,1)VL∞
− (εe + λεe)

≥ Ud(x,0) + λPd(x,0)Ud(x,1) + λ2Pd(x,0)Pd(x,1)

× {
Ud(x,2) + λPd(x,2)VL∞ − εe

} − (εe + λεe)

= Ud(x,0) + λPd(x,0)Ud(x,1) + λ2Pd(x,0)Pd(x,1)Ud(x,2)

+ λ3Pd(x,0)Pd(x,1)Pd(x,2)VL∞ −
(
εe + λεe + λ2εe

)

≥ Ud(x,0) +
n−1∑
l=1

{
λl

{
l−1∏
m=0

Pd(x,m)

}
Ud(x,l)

}

+ λn

{
n−1∏
m=0

Pd(x,m)

}
VL∞

−
(
εe + λεe + λ2εe + · · · + λn−1εe

)
. (78)

Then, letting n → ∞, we have

lim
n→∞ λn

{
n−1∏
m=0

Pd(x,m)

}
VL∞ = 0 (79)

lim
n→∞

{
Ud(x,0) +

n−1∑
l=1

{
λl

{
l−1∏
m=0

Pd(x,m)

}
Ud(x,l)

}}
= Vπ . (80)

Then, when n → ∞, (78) becomes

VL∞ ≥ Vπ − (1 − λ)−1εe. (81)

Since ε was arbitrary, we can easily get

VL∞ ≥ inf
π∈�

Vπ . (82)

On the other hand, according to (67), for all x ∈ B
iη
x , we

can obtain

V1
iη+1(x) = U

(
x, diη+1(x)

) +
∑
j∈X

λp
(

j | x, diη+1(x)
)
V0

iη+1( j)

= U
(
x, diη+1(x)

) +
∑
j∈X

λp
(

j | x, diη+1(x)
)
Viη ( j)

= min
a∈Ax

⎧⎨
⎩U(x, a) +

∑
j∈X

λp( j | x, a)Viη ( j)

⎫⎬
⎭

≥ Viη+1(x). (83)

Letting η → ∞, for all x ∈ ∩∞
η=0B

iη
x , we can get

min
a∈Ax

⎧⎨
⎩U(x, a) +

∑
j∈X

λp( j | x, a)VL∞( j)

⎫⎬
⎭ ≥ VL∞(x). (84)

It is obvious that (84) holds also for x̃. Then, since x̃ is
chosen arbitrarily in the set X\G, we can get the conclusion
that (84) holds for all x ∈ X\G.

Then, according to (71)–(74), we can transform (84) into

min
d∈DL

⎧⎨
⎩U(x, d(x)) +

∑
j∈X

λp( j | x, d(x))VL∞( j)

⎫⎬
⎭

= inf
d∈DL

⎧⎨
⎩U(x, d(x)) +

∑
j∈X

λp( j | x, d(x))VL∞( j)

⎫⎬
⎭

≥ VL∞(x). (85)

Writing (85) in vector format, we can get

inf
d∈DL

{
Ud(x) + λPd(x)VL∞

} ≥ VL∞. (86)

Then, choosing π = (d(x, 0), d(x, 1), d(x, 2), . . . , d(x, k), . . .)
∈ �, according to (86), we have

VL∞ ≤ Ud(x,0) + λPd(x,0)VL∞
≤ Ud(x,0) + λPd(x,0)

{
Ud(x,1) + λPd(x,1)VL∞

}
= Ud(x,0) + λPd(x,0)Ud(x,1) + λ2Pd(x,0)Pd(x,1)VL∞. (87)
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By mathematical induction, it follows that, for n ≥ 1:

VL∞ ≤ Ud(x,0) +
n−1∑
l=1

{
λl

{
l−1∏
m=0

Pd(x,m)

}
Ud(x,l)

}

+ λn

{
n−1∏
m=0

Pd(x,m)

}
VL∞. (88)

Thus

VL∞ − Vπ ≤ λn

{
n−1∏
m=0

Pd(x,m)

}
VL∞

−
∞∑

l=1

{
λl

{
l−1∏
m=0

Pd(x,m)

}
Ud(x,l)

}
. (89)

Choosing ε > 0, since∥∥∥∥∥λn

{
n−1∏
m=0

Pd(x,m)

}
VL∞

∥∥∥∥∥ ≤ λn
∥∥VL∞

∥∥ (90)

and 0 ≤ λ < 1, if n is sufficiently large, we have

− (ε/2)e ≤ λn

{
n−1∏
m=0

Pd(x,m)

}
VL∞ ≤ (ε/2)e (91)

where e denotes a vector of 1’s. As result of the assumption

− λnMe
1 − λ

≤
∞∑

l=1

{
λl

{
l−1∏
m=0

Pd(x,m)

}
Ud(x,l)

}
≤ λnMe

1 − λ
. (92)

By choosing a sufficiently large n, the second expression on
the right-hand side of (89) can be bounded above and below
by (ε/2)e. Since the left-hand side of (89) does not depend
on n, it follows that:

VL∞ ≤ Vπ + εe. (93)

Since ε was arbitrary, then we can get

VL∞ ≤ inf
π∈�

Vπ . (94)

According to (82) and (94), we can get the conclusion that

VL∞ = inf
π∈�

Vπ . (95)

This completes the proof.
Remark 2: From Theorem 2, it is shown that the sequence

of iterative value functions is monotonically decreasing and
will finally converge to the optimum in a local policy space
with the local policy iteration ADP algorithm. We should also
pay attention to the situation where the iterative decision rule
di(x) is only refreshed for finite times for some state x ∈ .
Then under this situation, we could get the conclusion that the
sequence of iterative value functions obtained by the proposed
algorithm are monotonically nonincreasing and will converge
to the optimal performance index function in a local policy
space. Hence, if the sequence of the iterative decision rules
di(x) are refreshed only finite times for some system state
x ∈ X, then it is not guaranteed that the last converged value
function obtained by the proposed algorithm is optimal in the
global policy space. Thus, to guarantee that the sequence of

the iterative value functions finally converge to the global opti-
mum, the iterative decision rule should be refreshed for every
state which is within the whole system state set for infinite
times. Then it is not guaranteed that the last converged value
function obtained by the proposed algorithm is optimal in the
global policy space. We will discuss this property further in
the following theorem.

Theorem 3 (Global Optimality Property): For i =
0, 1, 2, 3, . . . and all x ∈ X, let Vi(x) and di+1(x) be obtained
by (4)–(7). Let Nj, j = 01, 2, 3, . . . , be non-negative inte-
gers, which satisfy N0 ≤ N1 ≤ . . . Assume that iNj ≤
iNj+1 ∀j = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . If for any j = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . ., the state
set Bi

x, i = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . , satisfies

∪iNj
l=iNj−1

Bi
x = X (96)

where we let iNj−1 = −1 for j = 0. Then, the iterative value
function ViNj

(x) satisfies

lim
j→∞ ViNj

(x) = inf
π∈�

Vπ (x). (97)

Proof: As iNj ≤ iNj+1 ∀j = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . ., we have iNj →
∞ with j → ∞. Based on Theorem 1, the sequence of the
iterative value functions will finally converge, that is,

V∞(x) = lim
j→∞ ViNj

(x). (98)

From (96), we can get the conclusion that given any
x ∈ X, there always exists an iρj , where iρj ∈
{0, 1, 2, 3, . . .}, iNj−1+1 ≤ iρj ≤ iNj , j = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . sat-

isfying x ∈ B
iρj
x . That is to say, given any x ∈ X, we

have

x ∈ ∩∞
j=0B

iρj
x . (99)

Then, according to the definition of the set G, we can get the
conclusion that

G = ∅. (100)

Then, similar to Theorem 2, we can easily get the conclusion
that

lim
η→∞ Viη (x) = inf

π∈�
Vπ (x) (101)

where � = �.

B. Summary of the Local Policy Iteration ADP Algorithm

Based on the above preparations, we summarize the local
policy iteration ADP algorithm as in Algorithm 1.

IV. NEURAL NETWORK IMPLEMENTATION FOR LOCAL

POLICY ITERATION ADP ALGORITHM

In practical cases, the number of system states for the
stochastic processes is usually very large. Hence, we need
to utilize approximation structures such as neural networks
to approximate the iterative value functions and the iterative
decision rules obtained by the policy iteration algorithm. Here,
we use three-layer BP neural networks to approximate di(x)
and Vi(x) for i = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . We use κ to define the hidden
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Algorithm 1 Local Policy Iteration ADP Algorithm for
Stochastic Processes
Initialization:

Choose parameter λ;
Choose a computation precision ε;
Give an initial decision rule d0(x);
Construct a sequence of the local spaces of the whole
system state set as

{
Bi

x

}
, i = 0, 1, 2, 3 . . ..

Iteration:
1: Let the iteration index i = 0;
2: Obtain the value function V0(x) by (4);
3: Let i = i + 1;
4: Do Policy Improvement

If x ∈ Bi−1
x , then

di(x) = arg min
a∈Ax

⎧⎨
⎩U(x, a) +

∑
j∈X

λp(j|x, a)Vi−1(j)

⎫⎬
⎭

else
di(x) = di−1(x)

end if;
5: Obtain Vi(x) by doing Policy Evaluation

Vi(x) = U(x, di(x)) +
∑
j∈X

λp(j|x, di(x))Vi(j);

6: If ‖Vi − Vi−1‖ < ε, then the optimal performance index
function and optimal decision rule are obtained. Goto Step
7. Else goto Step 3;

7: return Vi(x) and di(x).

Fig. 1. Structure diagram of the algorithm.

layer size, Wh to define the weight matrix from the input layer
to hidden layer, and Wo to define the weight matrix from hid-
den layer to output layer. We use bh to define the bias vector
for hidden layer and bo to define the bias vector for output
layer. Then, we can represent our neural network as

N̂(Wh, Wo, bh, bo, x) = WT
o

{
f
(

WT
h x + bh

)}
+ bo (102)

where f (WT
h x+bh) is a κ-dimensional vector, [f (z)]i = 2/(1+

e(−2zi))−1, i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , κ . Here, we use f as the activation
function.

In our algorithm, we utilize two neural networks [also
known as critic network V̂i(x) and action network d̂i(x)] to
approximate the performance index function Vi(x) and the
decision rule di(x), respectively. We demonstrate the overall
structure diagram in Fig. 1.

A. Critic Network

We utilize the critic network to approximate the iterative
performance index function Vi(x). The output of the critic
network can be expressed as

V̂l
i (x) = WlT

oci

{
f
(

WT
hcx + bhc

)}
+ bl

oci (103)

where l = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . Let W0
oci, Whc, bhc, and b0

oci be ran-
dom weight matrices. In simulation, when we train the neural
network, the hidden-output weight matrix Wl

oci and the bias
bl

oci will be refreshed, while the input-hidden weight matrix
Whc and the bias bhc are fixed. Here, we can present the target
of the critic network as

Vi(x) = U
(

x, d̂i(x)
)

+
∑
j∈X

(
λp( j|x, d̂i(x))V̂

l
i ( j)

)
. (104)

Then, we define the error function for the critic network as

el
ci(x) = Vi(x) − V̂l

i (x). (105)

Then, applying (103) and (104) into (105), we can obtain

el
ci(x) =

⎧⎨
⎩U

(
x, d̂i(x)

)
+

∑
j∈X

(
λp

(
j|x, d̂i(x)

)
V̂l

i ( j)
)⎫⎬
⎭

−
{

WlT
oci

{
f
(

WT
hcx + bhc

)}
+ bl

oci

}
. (106)

Combining (103) with (106), we can define ∇c as

∇c � ∂el
ci(x)

∂Wl
oci

=
⎧⎨
⎩

∑
j∈X

{
λp

(
j|x, d̂i(x)

)
f
(

WT
hcj + bhc

)}⎫⎬
⎭

− f
(

WT
hcx + bhc

)
. (107)

The objective function to be minimized in the critic
network is

El
ci(x) = 1

2

(
el

ci(x)
)2

. (108)

The gradient-based weight update rule can be applied to train
the critic network

Wl+1
oci = Wl

oci + �Wl
oci

= Wl
oci − ρcw

{
∂El

ci(x)

∂el
ci(x)

∂el
ci(x)

∂Wl
oci

}

= Wl
oci − ρcwel

ci(x)∇c (109)

bl+1
oci = bl

oci + �bl
oci

= bl
oci − ρcb

{
∂El

ci(x)

∂V̂l
i+1(x)

∂V̂l
i+1(x)

∂bl
oci

}

= bl
oci − ρcbel

ci(x) (110)

where ρcw > 0 and ρcb > 0 are the learning rates of the critic
network. If the training precision is achieved, then we say that
the performance index function Vi(x) can be approximated by
the critic network.
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B. Action Network

Here, we utilize the action network to approximate the
iterative decision rule di(x). The output of the action network
can be expressed as

d̂l
i(x) = WlT

oai

{
f
(

WT
hax + bha

)}
+ bl

oai (111)

where l = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . Let W0
oai, Wha, bha, and b0

oai be ran-
dom weight matrices. In simulation, when we train the neural
network, the hidden-output weight matrix Wl

oai and the bias
bl

oai will be refreshed, while the input-hidden weight matrix
Wha and the bias bha are fixed. Here, we present the target
function di(x) as follows. If x ∈ Bi−1

x , then

di(x) = arg min
a∈Ax

⎧⎨
⎩U(x, a) +

∑
j∈X

λp( j|x, a)V̂i−1( j)

⎫⎬
⎭. (112)

If x ∈ X\Bi−1
x , then

di(x) = d̂i−1(x). (113)

Then, we define the error function for the action network for
all x ∈ X as

el
ai(x) = d̂l

i(x) − di(x). (114)

The objective function to be minimized in the action network is

El
ai(x) = 1

2

(
el

ai(x)
)T(

el
ai(x)

)
. (115)

The gradient-based weight update rule can be applied here
to train the action network

Wl+1
oai = Wl

oai + �Wl
oai

= Wl
oai − ρaw

{
∂El

ai(x)

∂el
ai(x)

∂el
ai(x)

∂ d̂l
i(x)

∂ d̂l
i(x)

∂Wl
oai

}

= Wl
oai − ρawf

(
WT

hax + bha

)(
el

ai(x)
)T

(116)

bl+1
oai = bl

oai + �bl
oai

= bl
oai − ρab

{
∂El

ai(x)

∂el
ai(x)

∂el
ai(x)

∂ d̂l
i(x)

∂ d̂l
i(x)

∂bl
oai

}

= bl
oai − ρabel

ai(x) (117)

where ρaw > 0 and ρab > 0 are the learning rates of the
action network. If the training precision is achieved, then we
say that the decision rule di(x) can be approximated by the
action network.

Remark 3: With the above algorithm implemented with the
help of neural networks, we actually get a sequence of approx-
imate decision rules and a sequence of approximate value
functions. Hence, there will be errors between the approximate
decision rules and the “true” decision rules. And there will
also be errors between the approximate value functions and the
“true” value functions. In the following section, we will estab-
lish the error bounds between the approximate performance
index function and the optimal performance index function
under some conditions.

Fig. 2. Direct-current machine.

C. Error Bounds of Local Policy Iteration ADP Algorithm

We consider the local policy iteration ADP algorithm which
generates a sequence of approximate iterative decision rules
d̂i(x) and a corresponding sequence of approximate iterative
value functions V̂i(x) satisfying∥∥∥V̂i − Vπ̂i

∥∥∥ ≤ ε ∀i = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . (118)

and

sup
∣∣∣Ld̂i+1

(
V̂i(x)

)
− L

(
V̂i(x)

)∣∣∣ ≤ δ ∀i = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . (119)

where ε and δ are some positive scalars, stationary policy π̂0 =
π0 = (d0(x), d0(x), d0(x), . . . , d0(x), . . .) is the given initial
policy, π̂i = (d̂i(x), d̂i(x), d̂i(x), . . . , d̂i(x), . . .) is the approxi-
mate iterative policy, and the operator L : V → V is defined
as L(V(x)) = mina∈Ax{U(x, a) + ∑

j∈X λp( j|x, a)Vi( j)}.
Then, we can establish the error bounds between the approx-

imate performance index function and the optimal performance
index function.

Lemma 2 (See [10]): The sequence of the approximate
value functions generated by the local policy iteration ADP
algorithm satisfies

lim supi→∞
∥∥∥∥V̂i − inf

π∈�
Vπ

∥∥∥∥ ≤ δ + 2λε

1 − λ2
. (120)

V. SIMULATION EXAMPLE

We consider the system of the direct-current machine, which
is shown in Fig. 2. if is the current of the field winding; ra is
the resistance of the rotor coil; LAA is the self-inductance of the
armature winding; and LAF is the mutual inductance between
the field and the rotating armature coils. A random exogenous
load torque TL is applied to the system. J is the inertia of the
rotor. The constant Bm is a damping coefficient associated with
the mechanical rotational system of the machine. Let armature
current ia and rotor speed ωr be the system states and let
armature voltage va be the control input. This direct-current
machine system can be derived as

dia
dt

= −LAF

LAA
if ωr − ra

LAA
ia + 1

LAA
va

dωr

dt
= LAF

J if ia − Bm

J ωr − 1

J TL. (121)

We will discretize the above system using the sampling
interval �T . This yields

ia(k + 1) = −�TLAF

LAA
if ωr(k) + LA − �Tra

LAA
ia(k) + �T

LAA
va(k)

ωr(k + 1) = �TLAF

J if ia(k) + J − �Bm

J ωr(k) − �T

J TL(k).

(122)
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TABLE I
PARAMETERS SETTING UP

Fig. 3. Iterative value functions by local policy iteration ADP algorithm.

The utility function is chosen as

U(ia, ωr, va) = U1(ia, ωr, va) + U2(ia, ωr, va)

+ U3(ia, ωr, va) (123)

where

U1(ia, ωr, va) = k1(ωr − ωc)
2

U2(ia, ωr, va) = k2i2a

U3(ia, ωr, va) = k3

{
ia −

{−�TLAF

LAA
if ωr + LA − �Tra

LAA
ia

+ �T

LAA
va

}}2

. (124)

In the utility function, U1(ia, ωr, va) is to make the
rotors speed track the arbitrarily given speed command ωc;
U2(ia, ωr, va) is to minimize the energy consumed by the
system; and U3(ia, ωr, va) is to ensure that the armature
current changes as smooth as possible.

The parameters for the model are given in Table I.
We denote system state x as

x =
[

x1

x2

]
=

[
ia
ωr

]
. (125)

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 4. Iterative decision rules by local policy iteration ADP algorithm.
(a) d0(x). (b) d1(x). (c) d3(x). (d) d∞(x).

Let the state space be expressed as  = {(x1, x2) | −5 ≤ x1 ≤
30, 0 ≤ x2 ≤ 200}. Let the initial state be x0 = [0, 0]T. Neural
networks are used to implement the developed local iterative
ADP algorithm. For y ≥ 0 and z ≥ 0, let rem(y, z) denote the
remainder of y/z. For i = 0, 1, . . . , the state set Brem(i,4)

x is
defined as

Brem(i,4)
x ∈

{
B0

x, B1
x, B2

x, B3
x

}
(126)

where we let B0
x = {0 ≤ x1 ≤ 30, 100 ≤ x2 ≤ 200},

B1
x = {−5 ≤ x1 ≤ 0, 100 ≤ x2 ≤ 200}, B2

x = {−5 ≤ x1 ≤
0, 0 ≤ x2 ≤ 100}, and B3

x = {0 ≤ x1 ≤ 30, 0 ≤ x2 ≤ 100}.
From (126), we know that ∪3

j=0Bj
x = . For i = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . .,

the iterative decision rule is refreshed in local space of the
whole system state set. And for any x ∈ X, these local spaces
of the whole system state set satisfy

x ∈ Brem(i,4)
x , i = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . (127)

According to [10], we can build the initial decision rule
using action network, where the initial decision rule can be
expressed as va0(x) = Wa2,initialσ(Ya1,initialx + ba1,initial) +
ba2,initial. Here, the function σ(·) is chosen as the sigmoid
function. We set up the values for the parameters randomly.

In numerical implementation, we refresh the iterative deci-
sion rule and iterative value function for 100 times until the
computation precision ε = 0.01 is satisfied. Fig. 3 demon-
strates the iterative value functions using local policy iteration
ADP algorithm, where “In” indicates the initial iteration item
and “Lm” indicates the limiting iteration item. Fig. 4 demon-
strates the iterative decision rules di(x) using local policy
iteration ADP algorithm. As in each iteration, the iterative
decision rule di(x) is only renewed in a local space of the
global state set, i.e., Brem(i,4)∈

x . From Figs. 3 and 4, we can see
that the sequence of iterative value functions obtained by the
proposed algorithm are monotonically nonincreasing and will
reach certain convergency. Fig. 6 demonstrates the iterative
control trajectories using local policy iteration ADP algorithm.
Fig. 5 demonstrates the iterative system state trajectories using
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 5. Iterative trajectories of rotor speed. (a) ωr with i = 0. (b) ωr with
i = 4. (c) ωr with i = 11. (d) ωr with i = ∞.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 6. Iterative trajectories of armature voltage. (a) va with i = 0. (b) va
with i = 8. (c) va with i = 11. (d) va with i = ∞.

local policy iteration algorithm. From Figs. 5 and 6, it is
obvious that the last converged system rotor speed trajectory
(also known as the system state trajectory) using the proposed
algorithm is able to effectively track the given speed target
curve.

Now, if we let Bi
x ≡ , i = 0, 1, . . ., then the local pol-

icy iteration ADP algorithm will become conventional global
policy iteration algorithm. Here, we refresh the iterative deci-
sion rule and iterative value function using the conventional
global policy iteration algorithm for 100 times until the com-
putation precision ε = 0.01 is satisfied. Fig. 7(a) demonstrates
the iterative value functions using the conventional global pol-
icy iteration algorithm. From Fig. 7(a), it is shown that the
sequence of iterative value functions obtained by the con-
ventional global policy iteration algorithm are monotonically

Fig. 7. Traditional policy iteration algorithm. (a) Vi(x) by traditional policy
iteration algorithm. (b) di(x) by traditional policy iteration algorithm. Iterative
trajectories of states: (c) speed, (d) voltage, and (e) current.

nonincreasing and the last converged value function obtained
by the conventional global policy iteration algorithm is the
optimal performance index function in the global policy space.
Compare Fig. 7(a) with Fig. 3, we can see that the last con-
verged value function obtained by the local policy iteration
ADP algorithm is also the optimal performance index function
in the global policy space. Fig. 7(b) demonstrates the iterative
decision rules using the conventional global policy iteration
algorithm. Fig. 7(c) and (e) demonstrates the iterative system
state trajectories using the conventional global policy iteration
algorithm. Fig. 7(d) demonstrates the iterative control trajec-
tories using the conventional global policy iteration algorithm.
Hence, if the local spaces used in the proposed algorithm sat-
isfy the condition in Theorem 3, then the sequence of value
functions obtained in the proposed algorithm and the sequence
obtained in the conventional global policy iteration algorithm
will reach the same convergence which is exactly the optimal
performance index function in the global policy space of the
stochastic processes. However, in the conventional global pol-
icy iteration algorithm, we refresh the iterative decision rule
and iterative value function for every state data in the global
system state simultaneously. Meanwhile, in the local policy
iteration ADP algorithm, we only refresh the iterative decision
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Fig. 8. System load. (a) CPU utilization when system is running conventional
policy iteration algorithm for. (b) Memory usage when system is running
conventional policy iteration algorithm. (c) CPU utilization when system is
running local policy iteration ADP algorithm for. (d) Memory usage when
system is running local policy iteration ADP algorithm.

rule and iterative value function in a local space of the system
state. This means that the calculation load for the computer
could be significantly released using the proposed algorithm.

Fig. 8 demonstrates the system load using conventional
policy iteration algorithm and local policy iteration ADP algo-
rithm, respectively. It is shown that the CPU utilization is
around 50% and the maximum memory usage is nearly 100%
when using the conventional policy iteration algorithm. At
the same time, the CPU utilization is around 25% and the
memory usage is around 50% when using local policy iteration
algorithm.

Therefore, the simulation validates that the proposed algo-
rithm is able to release the massive calculation load for the
computer while achieving the goal of finding the optimal
performance index function for the stochastic processes.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, to obtain the optimal performance index func-
tion for the stochastic processes, a novel local policy iteration
ADP algorithm is presented. We present simulations to vali-
date that the proposed algorithm is able to release the massive
calculation load for the computer CPU which is caused by the
conventional global policy iteration algorithm while achieving
the goal of finding the optimal performance index function
for the stochastic processes. However, our proposed algorithm
evaluates policies on the basis of expected total discounted
reward of the system. When decisions are made frequently, so
that the discount factor is very close to 1, or when performance
criterion can easily be described, the decision maker may pre-
fer to compare policies on the basis of the average expected
reward instead of the expected total discounted reward of the
system. Our proposed algorithm may not be suitable for these
models. We will focus on this issue in our future work.
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